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Our Philosophy
Five years on from its launch, Top Yacht Design returns to the scene with a new and
even more captivating look, a larger format and intriguing new content. This major
milestone is also a testament to the robustness of a successful editorial project that
has been very efficiently tracking and reporting the enormous transformation taking
place in the nautical sector in recent years. This epoch-making transition has also
underscored the need to research and bring to the market a formula with a focus on
original content that also is a clear departure from the standard fare. With this in mind,
Top Yacht Design is now broadening its horizons and debuting in the watch world
which has long drawn on the sea as a fertile source of inspiration. Watches by Design
reflects the philosophy of the main magazine and enriches the array of choice it offers
its readership. But it does not stop there. Top Yacht Design also whips off the wraps
of the leading sailing competitions which often double as research laboratories for
trialling cutting-edge technical solutions. Starting, of course, with the America’s Cup,
an event to which the magazine has dedicated an entire section that also includes a
series of in-depth pieces that shed a new light on the competition. That same meticulous research is evident in the solutions and proposals from the worlds of furnishing
and design which are increasingly proving the lifeblood of an unprecedentedly creative
cross-contamination process. Hence our need to publish not simply a magazine but,
more importantly still, as a full editorial package that tackles the subject of design
in all its many guises, starting with yachts. Significantly, it does so both in print and
through an online platform. In fact, Top Yacht Design puts the very term design under
the microscope, exploring it and familiarising its readers with it in a first-hand way,
revealing its myriad meanings and applications as well as its interactions with other
sectors. This authoritative new editorial system is underpinned by Matteo Zaccagnino’s
30-plus years of experience in the world of journalism. He is flanked in his mission by
the most prestigious authors in the sector to ensure that the needs of an increasingly
broad-ranging, discerning and inspiration-hungry audience are met.

Portrait
Profile of a leader from the worlds
of yacht design, architecture or design

Newsroom
What’s new in the yacht design world. All the projects
presented are based on a selection made by the
journalists and the editor-in-chief of the magazine

Innovation
An in-depth look at the solutions which improve
the quality of life aboard on a technological level
(domotics systems, lighting; design tools...)

Interiors
The choices, materials, accessories, design approach that characterise the interiors (and exteriors) of a specific yacht

Destinations
Hotels and Resorts that take their design
and architectural inspirations from or have
two-fold links with the sea and water

Projects
Focus on a project that showcases
new solutions in terms of technical
and stylist content

Trends

Introducing and showcasing
the movers and shakers in the world
of furnishing accessories

Watches by Design

the world of the sea meets the world
of watches. A section that reveals
and explores in detail the time machines
inspired by the sixth continent

En route to the 36th America’s Cup

a space showcasing the technological
innovations pouring in from that most famous
of all sailing competitions

.

Special Report
Featuring a hard inside cover, Top Yacht Design specials offer an additional space to explore
subjects in greater depth. Each one comprises
a minimum of 32 pages and focuses on specific
themes that reflect the title’s editorial philosophy

DISTRIBUTION AND REAEDERSHIP
Design publishing system is to enter into dialogue with owners and
potential owners, with the world of designers and architects, with the
yards and also with the companies that operate in the furnishing business. The result is that it will not only be a thoroughly enjoyable read
but also an essential tool for sector professionals when it comes to
keeping abreast with developments.

TOP YACHT DESIGN: THE PLATFORM

NEWSLETTER
Weekly newsletter with a selection of the most
important breaking news sent to a mailing list of a
round 30,000 select addresses of enthusiasts
and professionals with possibility of personalised
DEM (Direct Email Marketing);

WEB & SOCIAL
www.top-yachtdesign.com is suitable for any kind of computer/tablet/
smart- phone screen and features daily news updates (Italian-English)
which are then reposted on Facebook and Instagram.
MAGAZINE
Published quarterly, the magazine will be distrubuted
in 36 different countries through carefully-selected
newsagents, airports, hotel chains, yacht clubs and international boat
shows; Top Yacht Design is also sent to a targeted mailing list
of “trend setters” with a passion for the sea and boats;
Total distribution 15,000 copies.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
CUSTOM PUBLISHING
Top Yacht Design also provides a range of haute gamme services
to companies wishing to communicate using exciting new products
tailored to their individual needs. These special projects include dossier
custom publishing, advertorials and other bespoke packages. Naturally
enough, each of these tailored projects enjoys the full support and
supervision of the creative office, editorial team and editor in chief.
EVENTS
Top Yacht Design organises events and conferences designed
to promote the culture of design by actively involving the most
authoritative international designers and sector representatives. This
is an extraordinarily effective communications tool also for companies
wishing to approach the sector, essentially ushering them in directly
through the front-door;
TYD AWARDS
The Top Yacht Design Awards acknowledge the best and most
innovative ideas from the sector.

INFO, SPECIFICS AND DISTRIBUTION

THE PUBLISHER
Panama Editore has been involved in the nautical world since 1974.
It currently publishes Il Giornale della Vela, Italy’s leading sailing
magazine which celebrates its 45th anniversary this year. Its website
www.giornaledellavela. com is ranked second in Europe in terms of
visitor numbers. From 1991, Panama Editore also publishes Barche a
Motore and the barcheamotore.com website which explores the world
of motor craft. Additionally, it organises VELAFestival (ww.velafestival.
com), the only event in the Mediterranean devoted exclusively to the
world of sailing. Lastly,he organises the Vela Cup, a friendly race
circuit in the most beautiful Italian destinations.

MAGAZINE: TOP YACHT DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Format 23x30 cm
Cover weight 250 g/m2
Inside paper 100 g coated
Language: English and Italian.
PRINT VERSION EDITIONS
Top Yacht Design is published quarterly to coincide with the four
seasons: spring (on shelves: April-May)– summer (on shelves: July)
– autumn (on shelves: September) – winter (on shelves: November).

INFO, SPECIFICS AND DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION OF PRINT MAGAZINE
Top Yacht Design viene distribuito in 36 nazioni (Stati Uniti, Germania, Austria,
Svizzera, Francia, Gran Bretagna, Bahrein, Belgio, Singapore, Giappone, Grecia,
Qatar, Turchia, Australia, Lussemburgo, Russia, Olanda, Italia, Taiwan, Tunisia,
Malta, Norvegia, Hong Kong, Spagna, Svezia, Finlandia, Nuova Zelanda, Kuwait,
Spagna, Croazia, Corea del Sud, Cipro, Principato di Monaco, Emirati Arabi Uniti,
Australia, Canada) attraverso selezionate edicole, aeroporti, catene di hotel, yacht
club, saloni nautici. Viene inviato direttamente via posta ad una mailing list mirata
di “trend setter”. Distribuzione prevista 15.000 copie.
DISTRIBUTION OF ONLINE MAGAZINE
Top Yacht Design is also distributed via its app which can be downloaded free
for Apple devices (iPhone and iPad) from the App Store and Apple Newsstand.
Likewise for Android devices (smartphones and tablets) from Google Play.
DIGITAL - WEB&SOCIAL
The www.top-yachtdesign.com responsive platform is designed to suit any
computer/tablet/smartphone screen and features a daily news update. The news is
also posted on Facebook social media networks. Images are shared on Instagram
too. Language: English/Italian.
NEWSLETTER
The Top Yacht Design newsletter is sent out every week to a mailing list of approx.
30,000 select addresses of enthusiasts and professionals. Personalised DEM
(Direct Email Marketing) shots can also be sent to the same mailing list.

